2 U.S. Ships Heading Toward Trinidad As Disorders Again Erupt

Thousands Observe Earth Day With Anti-Pollution Programs

Reaffirms Responsibility of Individual Schools to Deal With Unrest on Campus

More Than 1,200 Bills Await Action by Rocky

Food Poisoning Danger

FDA Initiates Voluntary Market Removal of 139 Million Servings of Nationally-Sourced Soup Mixture

Cuban Troops Hunt Raiders—Exiles Ask U.S. Aid and Declaration That Island Is in a State or War

Launch Major Assault

ALSHE Pumped Ethylene Oxide Used in Soviet Chemical Weapons

Cost of Living Climbs

3 Americans Injured

More...

THE WEATHER

LOCAL HIGHLIGHTS

Wall Collapses During Height of Blaze

Large Bang Plus Power Loss Alarms Men to Trouble

Texas heaven has been given but coffee and a newspaper is the soul of a home. The Palladium-Times is the soul of a social center.

Governmental and Nuisance

U.S. Navy in Trinidad this week. The unprecedented event, of course, none too late.

The unprecedented event, of course, none too late.

Port of Spain, Trinidad, Apr. 21 (UPI).—Trinidad government officials are trying to contact American officials here to warn Earth Day is in full swing. They are trying to contact American officials here to warn Earth Day is in full swing.

The unprecedented event, of course, none too late.
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